
BATTLESHIPS 

This game is played with an entire class and takes about 50 minutes. 

Photocopy the grid on the following page and give each student one grid. Make sure you have some 

spare copies. Draw the same grid on the whiteboard. 

On their own grids, each student places: 

 a tugboat T 

 a yacht YY 

 a cruiser CCC 

 a frigate FFFF 

 an aircraft carrier AAAAA 

They may be placed vertically, horizontally or diagonally but each vessel must be in a straight line 

with no gaps. Each letter is placed on a pair of coordinates, not in a gap. Ships may be placed on the 

x or y axis. 
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Round one: First student calls out a pair of coordinates to bomb. Teacher crosses it off on the 

whiteboard (see above in green). Students cross it off on their sheets. Continue round the classroom 

until all students have called out a set of coordinates. If a student calls out an invalid or already 

taken set of coordinates, this is deemed to be a misfire and they lose their turn at bombing. A ship is 

sunk only when all of its letters have been bombed. 

Round two: Ask who has not been bombed at all. Ask who has lost a ship. Start that the same 

student and ask for a new set of coordinates to bomb. Continue around the classroom until each 

student has had a turn. 

Round three: For a class of thirty students, all coordinates will be bombed during this round. Make 

sure you stop frequently to ask who is still alive. Students may continue to call out coordinates even 

if they have lost all of their ships. 

The winning student (or students) has a letter on the last unbombed pair of coordinates. 
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